FEATURES:

- Compile is available in all Evolve Grade 1 and Grade 2 fabrics, as well as all Evolve laminates.
- Compile is available in the following paint and frame colors: Nevada, Black, Steel, and Designer White.
- Fabric panels are available monolithic or single segmented in 42”, 54” and 66” heights. Panel widths range from 24” - 60”, in 6” increments.
- The Compile System includes electrical, worksurface and storage components all specific to this product line. Please see the Compile List Price Book for additional information.

In addition to panels, the Compile System features complementary storage, electrical components and accessories. Compile Panels are manufactured with aluminum raceway covers that can be specified with electrical knockouts or without electrical knockouts for a cleaner appearance. Best of all, Compile Panel configurations are easily assembled in the field with minimal tools.